NOTE: Radar Required.

NOTE: RNAV 1.

NOTE: Turbojet and turboprop aircraft only.

NOTE: RNAV 1.

NOTE: Corresponding RNAV STAR is HTOWN.

NOTE: Turbojet aircraft descend via mach number until intercepting 280K. Maintain 280K until slowed by the STAR.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

CORPUS CHRISTI TRANSITION (CRP.TEJAS4):

LMEDA TRANSITION (LMEDA.TEJAS4):

NEHOW TRANSITION (NEHOW.TEJAS4):

SMAKR TRANSITION (SMAKR.TEJAS4):

SAN ANTONIO TRANSITION (SAT.TEJAS4):

YEEHA TRANSITION (YEEHA.TEJAS4):
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